Looper Insights helps Connected TV Device
Platforms understand how to perfect their UI to
attract more users, improve monetization and
verify compliance to win repeat partnerships.
We’ve put together this 3-step guide
to help you get started.

1
Put your
best content
forward

One-third of consumers buying
decisions are based on your UI,
which is a mixture of Apps and
Content.

How do you know if you are promoting your best content or
Apps in the most effective areas of your platform?
• First and foremost, you need to know whether you have the same, or a better selection of
content and Apps, than your competitors, otherwise online comparison and review sites will
penalise your UI.
• Your content placements also need to be monitored and reviewed on a regular basis,
alongside your competitors, so that you can understand which seasonal and new release
opportunities you’re winning or missing and need to address.
• Gathering competitor placement data manually is extremely time consuming and costly when
you have 1,000’s of pages and 100’s of territories to monitor. It is key to automate this
process and get a full picture to instruct your strategies.

2
Improve UI
monetization

So, you have your best content and
Apps lined up and ready to push into
the spotlight, but the promotional
assets being used are getting lost on
your UI, and so are the sales.

No one wants to spend money to promote their content if it’s not going to be seen.
What can be done to help you sell more placements?
• Be aware of the best in class UI and UX design, as well as the different formats that App and Content
owners are using in the marketplace. Could any of these be implemented in your own UI to keep
customers coming back to you for device upgrades?
• Being able to see real-time data on how your competitors are promoting their content also allows
you to stay up to date with the latest titles and Apps needing to be pushed and best in class on-screen
marketing.
• Lastly, it is important to be able to measure performance data against merchandising data, so that you
can determine the value of each placement spot and therefore what you can be selling it for.

3
Enhance your
Partnerships

If you aren’t compliant with the agreements that you hold with App
service providers, the trust goes out of the window and you’ll miss out
on some key future partnerships. How can you keep an eye on this and
ensure you’re maintaining positive relationships with your partners?
• Being able to provide your partner with the data, screenshots, stats and proof that they
need on the agreed placements will reaffirm that they have invested wisely. This will be key
in winning repeat clients.

Looper Insights’ clients have over 500m subscribers. Our
Vizibility™ solution provides Streamers, VoD Stores, CTV
manufacturers and Film/TV distributors with the visibility
they need to optimize content positioning across Connected
TV and Webstore platforms.

